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Literature â€¢ Francophone literature Chronological list of French language authors (regardless of nationality), by date
of birth. For an alphabetical list of writers of French nationality (broken down by genre), see French writers category.

In fact, his personal life was much more about trying things out and failing than seeing actual success. It was a
collection of all the works that he penned under his own name. Samuel Beckett, Samuel Beckett is actually
Irish, however, he did his writing primarily in French and after spending time in Paris, moved there
permanently in He is considered the last great modernist and some would argue that he was the first
post-modernist. While Beckett published prolifically, he is perhaps best known for the theatre of the absurd
and in particular his play, En attendant Godot, Waiting for Godot. Cyrano de Bergerac, Cyrano de Bergerac is
actually best known for a play that was written about him by Rostand entitled Cyrano de Bergerac. The play
has been adapted to screen many, many times. The plot is well familiar: Cyrano loves Roxanne, but ends up
wooing her using his poetry on behalf of another friend who is less articulate. Rostand apparently embellished
the real life characteristics of de Bergerac although apparently he really was a phenomenal swordsmen, and a
greatly admired poet. He also reportedly had an enormously large nose of which he was very proud. He was
the first African born author to do so, and he was the second youngest writer to do so in literary history.
Despite being linked to existentialism, Camus rejected any such label. He was perhaps best known as a
philosopher and his works certainly reflected his commentary on life at the time. He actually aspired to be a
football soccer player, but he contracted tuberculosis at the age of 17 and was confined to bed for long periods
of time. Victor Hugo, Victor Hugo would describe himself first as a humanitarian who used literature as a
means to describe the human conditions and the injustices of society. Both of these themes can easily be seen
in what are perhaps his two most famous works: He is known for historical novels that chronicle the wild
adventures of his characters. Dumas was prolific in writing and many of his tales are retold today: It was
originally published as a serialized novel, and the French government consequently brought a suit against
Flaubert for immorality. He is also well known for his very close and probably amorous relationship with
George Sand. Jules Verne Jules Verne is especially notable because he is one of the first authors to write about
science fiction. In fact, by many literary critics he is considered one of the founding fathers of the genre. He
wrote many novels but a few of his most notable are:
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French literature has been influenced by the revolutionary changes that took place in politics, science, art, religion and
philosophy. Famous writers like Alexandre Dumas, Gustave Flaubert and Jean-Paul Sartre have imbibed these
influences in their creations.

Every year a list of the most widely read authors in France is produced. Here is the Top 10 most read French
authors in France for He presently is one of the most known French author in the world. He is a crime fiction
writer whodunit or Polar in French. He is a geography teacher at the University of Rouen in France. His first
book Code Lupin is published in In , he is in the 5th place and at the end of , he climbs on the third step of the
podium. In , he is in the second place. He is a well known writer in the world. He has written it for his son and
the book was a worldwide success and was adapted to the cinema in After this first achievement he devoted
himself to writing and all his novels figured at the head of the lists of sale as soon as they were published.
Among his most known novels are: She is a French writer who has published more than forty books at the
moment. She usually writes family dramas. Her characters are often people in whom readers can relate. She is
a discrete author who is not much in the lights. Among her most known novels are: He graduated in
Economics and was Human Resources Consultant for fifteen years, he began writing his first novel in after a
year full of emotion, after the loss of his father and his best friend, the birth of his son. Among his most known
novels you can find: He is a French writer and screenwriter. He worked on American and English film stages.
He has directed commercials and trailers for documentaries and big budget films. Today in addition to writing
he deals with communication in the cinema field for large studios and scenarios. He is a writer who is capable
of alternating several different genres. Among his most known works are: He is a writer of crime fictions and
a screenwriter. This novel also allows him to stop his work as a computer scientist and devote himself to
writing. She is a French novelist and she graduated in psychology. It was translated into several languages as
well. After studying criminology he specializes in the writing of crime fictions. However, he also writes plays,
comic strips and so on. His main works are: From time to time he also works on film scenarios. However, it is
his novel Charlotte that makes people and media talk the most about him. Very controversial by the critics he
is finalist of the Prix Goncourt, he receives the Renaudot Prize and the Prix Goncourt of high school students.
He also gets the Crystal Globe for the best novel of the year in These authors are important French cultural
references and are part of French culture. There is a book for every taste! I moved to Strasbourg end of the
december I inscripted at the Stralang for learning french language and i started learning french beginning of
the january
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Literature â€¢ Francophone literature This is a list of novelists from France. Novelists in this list should be notable in
some way, and ideally have Wikipedia articles on them.

Everything a French high school student knows or should! Little marvels of French literature It is taught in
school that the first piece of French literature i. Rabelais and the myth of Gargantua, the good giant: There is a
long tradition of Rabelaisian authors in French literature. The poem "Mignonne allons voir si la rose Ubu Roi
Alfred Jarry, Les contes du Lundi Alphonse Daudet Le silence de la mer Vercors All French kids learn by
rote many of them in school. I realize that most of them are very sentimental: You can download many
excellent texts in French from the site of the French government. Several " Fables de La Fontaine " apply very
well to some of the most irritating sides of the French: When you read or hear the classical comment "French
literature does not exist any longer" or "all French books are alike" for instance in a cover storty like "The
Death of French Culture", Time Magazine Dec. If they always buy the same kind of books, it becomes a
self-fulfilling prophecy: It is the same with movies: The Austrian writer, Stephan Zweig, has written one of
the best biographies of Balzac. A must for Balzac fans. Maupassant is the master of short stories Alexandre
Dumas wrote historical novels such as "The Three Musketeers" he said: Sartre and Camus comparing them is
another classical dissertation , with in addition a philosophical and political controversy between them. They
are considered part of the group of " les intellectuels ", who appear often on French TV. To see the whole list
of the 50 favorite French authors, click here The "new France" resulting from immigration is not only
represented by suburban riots. Thanks to ethnic diversity, there is an incredibly rich new generation of young
singers , movie-makers and writers. In France, a writer has reached glory when published in the Collection de
la Pleiade by Gallimard, publisher. In this prestigious collection, the books are small 4. Each book can contain
more than twenty novels or plays. They are expensive but definitely worth it. Among the books, only a few
were published during the lifetime of the author. Cyrano de Bergerac from Edmond Rostand Gargantua from
Rabelais Southerner, bragging, ridiculous and generous. More to come Do not forget: See a page on
American writers in Paris. An increasing number of excellent writers from Francophone countries are invited
to speak and studied in the French Departments of US universities see Le Monde, March 20, As an example,
in , three of the most prestigious French literary awards went to non-French writers: Visit the places they lived
In or near Paris: See a list of French novels with a very strong historical background. Click here for other
places of memory sculptors, musicians, etc. The French like comic books B. Only ignorant French-bashers can
write that the French like BDs because they are not capable of reading a "real" book! Read more about comic
strips in France. Any reasonably educated French person is more or less familiar with the following
suggestions. In , Georges Perec, a highly respected novelist, wrote a lipogram. It is a page novel without, not
even once, the letter "e". It was translated into English under the title: A void and the title in French is La
Disparition. Surprisingly, it is a good novel Literature and anti-Semitism Can you be a great writer and a
despicable person? The dramatic events of WW2 raised the old question: In the s,two writers among others,
wrote terrible anti-Semitic articles and books and even worse if possible during the four years of German
occupation The first one, Robert Brasillach was considered the most promising novelist of his generation and
several of his books which contain nothing questionable about anti-Semitism are still largely read and deserve
it, although he was the publisher of a disgusting anti-Semitic magazine, Je Suis Partout. He was sentenced to
death and shot, General de Gaulle having refused his pardon in spite of a call for pity signed by some of the
most respected writers of that time, among them some major figures of the Resistance. The second writer
raises an even more complicated problem: Louis-Ferdinand Celine is considered by many one of the most
important writers of French literature. He created a language of his own, his style is inimitable and his most
famous book "Voyage au bout de la nuit" Journey to the End of the Night", , is probably one of ten or twenty
most important books in French literature. The entire work of Celine is now published inthe most famous
French collection La Pleiade along with the greatest French writers. In he escaped to Denmark and he came
back only in and he received a mild sentence. He was a despicable person, bitter, full of hate and he never
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apologized for the horrible books he wtrote and the hateful statements he made about the Jews. But he is
indeed a great writer.
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Jean-Paul Sartre. Image: www.enganchecubano.com Sigh. One of the things that this French author is most famous for
may not be his amazing literary and philosophical works, but his love affair with fellow philosopher, Simone de Beauvoir.

Musso, whose recent books have been set in the United States, mix romance with crime novels. At the age of
37, he has already published eight books with XO. All were successful and all were adapted for the screen.
Only about 60, copies separate his two serial sellers. Levy has a sure value as an author as he is able to sell
more than 1. The trilogy is made up of over 2, pages. Katherine Pancol has published 14 books; the early
books were mostly directed at a feminine audience. Today, thanks to her phenomenal success, men, women,
young and old read her books. This former archeologist, discovered by the editor Viviane Hamy, has sold
more than six million copies since January 1, This is to the joy of her loyal readers, who are fond of the
delectable investigations of the commissioner Adamsberg. But Vargas has also showed that she can also put
her incredible imagination to work in the world of science. In the midst of the bird flu epidemic, she designed
an extremely effective plastic hood to protect from the virus. Rose is her last published book. This
French-British author writes in both French and English. And yet, for the past few decades, she has published
two books a year and each time they are reprinted in the Poche serise. Her loyal readers love her books, which
tell stories with characters that remind them of themselves. Her magic recipe for each story is a mix of
everyday life, characters we are fond of and hurt feelings. Every year, she publishes a new bok in August with
the publishers Albin Michel. Moreover, their success relaunches sales of the previous books. It is a well-oiled
system. Is it too slick? Lately, the public seems to show signs of disinterest. Maxime Chattam is one of the
rare crime writers to actually have studied criminology at university. He has conquered the public, who now
await each of his books eagerly. The writer is part of a new generation of French thriller writers influenced by
American culture. This year, he owes his ranking on the list to the success of his book Diptyque du temps:
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Famous French Writers You've Probably Heard Of. Over the centuries, many great literary works have come out of
France. While this list is hardly comprehensive, the following are arguably some of the greatest literary masters that
have ever lived.

His paintings, such as Waterlilies, were highly influential in the development of modern art. Leading figure of
the Nineteenth Century naturalist movement. Played a key role in exposing the Dreyfus affair. August Renoir
â€” French painter, one of the early pioneers of Impressionism. Also influenced by Italian renaissance.
Georges Clemenceau â€” French Prime Minister from â€” He took a harsh position at the Treaty of Versailles,
demanding reparations from Germany. Bernadette Soubirous â€” Peasant girl from Lourdes who reported
seeing visions of the Virgin Mary. Later became nun Marie Bernard and was canonised after her death. Paul
Gauguin â€” Post-impressionist painter, who contributed to the growth of avant-garde painting. Gauguin also
had a temperamental relationship with Van Gogh. Claude Debussy â€” French composer of impressionist
music. Pierre de Coubertin â€” French educator and historian, and founder of the International Olympic
Committee. He is considered the father of the modern Olympic Games, helping with the first Olympic games
of the modern era in Athens Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec â€” Painter, printmaker, draughtsman and illustrator
whose immersion in the colourful and theatrical life of Paris in the late s became the substance of his work.
Marie Curie â€” Great scientist who helped discover radiation. She helped to implement many X-ray machines
during the First World War. Won the Nobel Prize in both Chemistry and Physics. Marcel Proust â€” Author,
critic and essayist. Coco Chanel â€” One of the most innovative fashion designers, Coco Chanel was
instrumental in defining feminine style and dress during the 20th Century, especially in the s, where she
helped women to dress in more practical clothes. Jean Monnet â€” was a French statesman who played a key
role in founding the Coal and Steel pact which helped improve relations between France and Germany. De
Gaulle helped maintain French pride after the surrender of France and the creation of Vichy France. Helped
create the Fifth Republic and was President â€” Important in the rise of the feminist movement of the s.
Simone de Beauvoir â€” , French writer, intellectual, existentialist philosopher, political activist, feminist, and
social theorist. He was a member of the resistance during WWII. After the war, he became involved in
humanitarian charities, especially Emmaus which sought to help the homeless. Associated with existentialism
and absurdism. Leader of the Socialist party. Jacques Anquetil â€” Professional cyclist. First to win the Tour
de France five times. He was known for his strength in time trials. Brigitte Bardot â€” French former actress,
singer and fashion model, at the height of her career she was regarded as one of the most beautiful women of
the time. From , her image was used in representing Marianne, the symbol of France. After retiring from
acting, she became an animal rights activist. Jeannie Longo â€” Nine times World Road race cycling
champion, over the period to Gold in Olympics. Laurent Fignon â€” Professional cyclist. Winner of Tour de
France on two occasions, just missing out on a third win after being beaten by Greg Lemond by 8 seconds.
Juliette Binoche â€” French actress, artist and dancer. Updated 12 September Famous Germans A list of
famous Germans. Also Dutch sports stars, such as Johan Cruyff.
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Stendhal inaugurated French realism with his revolutionary colloquial style and the famous pronouncement, "A novel is a
mirror carried along a highway." Julien Sorel, the tragic antihero, rises from peasant roots through high society.

Thanks for your optimism, Monsieur Proustâ€¦ Read on below to see my take, in no particular order! Camus
could often be spotted there rubbing shoulders with the next author on our list, Jean-Paul Sartre. One of the
things that this French author is most famous for may not be his amazing literary and philosophical works, but
his love affair with fellow philosopher, Simone de Beauvoir. But I digress, Sartre and de Beauvoir did
challenge the cultural and social expectations expected of them in both lifestyle and thought, and they did this
together. What is important to take away from both Sartre and de Beauvoir is that you are in charge of your
own destiny, no matter where you come from. A good read to get started is his novel called No Exit. De
Beauvoir is not a writer to ignore. Her rich corpus includes writings on ethics, politics, and for what she may
be the most famous for: No one knows me or loves me completely. Proust is probably most well known for his
novel In Search of Lost Time. The massive work is a whopping 3, pages, meaning it may take you more than a
few Sundays curled up on the couch to finish. Ever heard of The Hunchback of Notre-Dame? You have
French author Victor Hugo to thank for that masterpiece. There is no other pearl to be found in the dark folds
of life. Crack open a copy of The Flowers of Evil and get back to us with what you think: Or just full of the
feels? At the time, women as writers were generally looked down upon, and Sand found herself really
struggling to be paid and recognized justly. She mastered the rustic novel, with her real life experiences in the
French countryside serving as her inspiration. He has multiple published novels, short stories, and plays under
his belt. Beyond that though, Zola is perhaps most famous for his involvement in the Dreyfus case, arguably
the biggest scandal in 19th century France To make a long story short, Captain Dreyfus was a French captain
who was wrongly accused of giving top secret information to the Germans. Zola saw this wrongfulness, and
penned a seething letter to the French president accusing the government of antisemitism. The letter was
published on the front page of a Parisian newspaper. Eventually and by eventually we mean about 8 years later
Dreyfus was exonerated by the French court. Pay tribute to the great by reading one of his greats, namely I
accuse! If you shut up truth and bury it under the ground, it will but grow, and gather to itself such explosive
power that the day it bursts through it will blow up everything in its way. Not too shabby Mr. This French
novelist is most well known for the classic Madame Bovary. He is most well known for his involvement in the
Age of Enlightenment intellectual movement that took place across Europe in the 18th century. A good book
to start with if you would like to dive into the world of Voltaire is called Candide. Sidenote, something we can
appreciate about Voltaire: He reportedly drank up to 50 cups per day! For my part I read only to please myself
and like only what suits my taste. Maupassant is considered to be the father of the modern short story. To be
on the same list as the great Shakespeare? This means something in our book! Colette is most known for her
stories of love, an the pain that can sometimes come along with it. It is said that her greatest strength as a
writer is her ability to take hold of the reader through descriptions of smells, sounds, and tastes, making them
feel like they have completely entered into her written world. Want to learn more with us by joining a few of
the tours we mentioned above? Visit our Tours page to check out what we have to delight you with in Paris. I
hope after seeing our list, you feel inspired to get out there and start reading! This article was originally
published 16 January but has been updated for accuracy. Share this Paris article with your friends:
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Books shelved as french-authors: The Little Prince by Antoine de Saint-ExupÃ©ry, The Stranger by Albert Camus,
Madame Bovary by Gustave Flaubert, Les MisÃ©.

These novelists are among the most prominent in their field, and information about each well-known novelist
from France is included when available. The list of famous French novelists, authors, and writers include
everyone from Simone de Beauvoir to Jean Genet. This historic novelists from France list can help answer the
questions "Who are some French novelists of note? He was one of the key figures in the philosophy of His
views contributed to the rise of the philosophy known as absurdism. He wrote in his essay "The His political
philosophy influenced the French Revolution as well as the overall development of modern Verne was born to
He is considered one of the greatest and best known French writers. Early in his life he was a vagabond and
petty criminal, but later took to writing. His major works include Cocteau is best known for his novel Les
Enfants Terribles, and the films Blood He became a laureate He is known especially for his first published
novel, Madame Bovary, His works include novels, short He was born in Paris, and died in
Saint-Cyr-sur-Loire. He was a successful novelist, with several best-sellers. She is best known for her novel
Gigi, the basis for the film and Lerner and Loewe stage production of the He is known for his unapologetic
portrayals of bisexuality and HIV in art, particularly his autobiographical novel and Much of his writing
explores homosexual experience and creativity. In he won the Prix Goncourt for his novel about He is the only
She is equally well known for her much publicized romantic affairs with a number of His life forms the basis
of a fictionalised biography by Roger Peyrefitte. In a scandal involving school pupils made He was the son of
a Jewish family of jewelers. This work represents some She is now considered by some to have been a
forerunner of the feminist authors of the 20th century of He was a member of the Oulipo group.
8: Famous French Writers | LoveToKnow
The reason people find it so hard to be happy is that they always see the past better than it was, the present worse than
it is, and the future less resolved than it will be.

9: French Author Quotes - BrainyQuote
List of notable or famous novelists from France, with bios and photos, including the top novelists born in France and
even some popular novelists who immigrated to France. If you're trying to find out the names of famous French novelists
then this list is the perfect resource for you.
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